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From a study programme of architecture and urbanism for older learners,
via a European Project,
to new small scale projects and activities…
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The steps

1.
At the beginning there was the project Squares, Streets and
Buildings Around Us. Objective? To develop from a scratch a
study programme of architecture and urbanism at Slovenian
U3A.
2.
To continue, there was Personal Town Tours, a European Project
3.
Finally, there have been emerging new small scale applicable
research projects on local, national and international level

(1) Squares, Streets and Buildings Around Us (a programme of architecture
and urbanism) has been in existence since 2012 when it was started from a
scratch as a local older adult education project

In our study group, SQUARES,
STREETS AND BUILDINGS AROUND US
we discuss:
• the development of architecture
through historical periods;
• what is currently going on in the
field of architecture/urbanism;
•provocative topics.
Objectives?
• TO INCREASE SENSITIVITY towards
aestetic characteristics of buildings and
built environment. “Saper vedere”;
•TO DEVELOP CAPACITY TO REFLECT UPON
OUR PERSONAL EXPERIENCE OF BUILDINGS
AND SPACE;
•TO BE ABLE TO FORMULATE ARGUMENTS
justifying personal attitude towards spatial
developments and land using projects.

All topics embraced by the study programme are particularly important for older
learners and citizens. Why? Because
our cities have been changing a lot throughout their lives;
older people need to reconnect with their living environment;
the programme belongs to inclusive education (EU objective too!) and older
people are socially excluded (their lives are less interconnected with the lives of
other people)

1. The educational programme embraces topics like:
Chronological phases of the development or architecture/space
Origins of the city,
Traumas affecting the architecture of the 19th century,
Modernism,
Today`s architecture, etc.

2. Provocative topics and debates:
How do architectural heritage and new architectural interventions combine
Quality of life in the city – its growth and dynamics,
The importance of the public space for citizens, in the past and present
Renovation of the industrial heritage
Trees in the urban public space,...
3. Current developments :
The heritage of Jože Plečnik, a Slovenian architect who worked in the Danube
region, built and rebuilt Ljubljana
Renovation of the main Slovenska street.

(2) PERSONAL TOWN TOURS
was a European Learning Partnership Project with six participating partners
Main planned result: Setting up 3-5 personal town tours/itineraries;
8 members of the study group Squares, Streets and Buildings Around Us
joined the project;
What the eight members could contribute to the project I asked myself?
Personal experience of the city gained through their activties in the city
Variety of their experience, talents, personalities.

Steps:

STEP 1: We encouraged the members of the project to write about their experience of the
city in the form of personal stories/memories connected with their city. We organised the
collected stories around 3 interesting topics We wanted to familiar topics to be told in a new
way.
STEP 2: When the framework of our research was set, we extended the data collection by:
talking to socially visible and less visible local people about their experience of the city;
gathering official information from libraries and municipal archives;
upgrading the data collection by the knowledge gained in our study programme of
architecture and urbanism Squares, Streets and Building Around Us.

STEP 3: We piloted the personal town tours for the Europeanproject participants
Were also needed linguistic skills, story telling /narration skills, the timing skills.

STEP 4 is going on. It is about further learning about the city and experiencing it.

1.We wrote and designed an architectural guide. It combines personal experience
and recollections of the city with architectural explanations and
descriptions...Publishing houses are interested in publishing it in European
languages.

2. Photography exhibition. Author: Vida Vilhar Pobegajlo, 2014

Photo: Vida Vilhar Pobegajlo

3.

Members of the project group have been available to help guiding foreign
delegates coming to the Slovenian U3A

Different public presentations of our
project work are going on
Presentations of the printed guide were
on the national radio and television, 2016;

at the national Urban Planning Institute,
2014;
in the central book store, 2014
in a gallery, 2015
In the on-line magazine Trajekt
Most important:
Basing ourselves on our project experience,
we have been developing new projects... Our
students feel socially included....on all

A selection of small scale projects

1. Project, 2015: “48 from 1623” – Streets of Ljubljana named after women
Important: the unplanned topic was “discovered” by the group members,
appreciated by the general and professinal audience, by journalists

Four female participants took part in this small scale project: Nadja Agrež,
Francka Bizilj, Ana Zalar, Vida Vilhar Pobegajlo

Exhibition at Slovenian U3A. Was discussed the social cultureal gender etc.

Newspaper articles:

Le trije odstotki ulic poimenovani po
ženskah
Tina Lešničar, 10/2/2015

Razstava za Bežigradom:
od 1623 ulic v Ljubljani le 48 poimenovanih po
ženskah
Živa Rakovec, 11/2/2017

Invitation from Toponomastica
Femminile, Trieste
By its president Elene Cerkvenič, 2015
Participation at their exhibition in
Trieste
In Trieste: 1316 streets, 9 named after
Slovenian people (gender and ethnic
inequality)

The exhibiton was hosted also by the national Slavic public library in Ljubljana, 8th
February 2017

2. Project, 2016: workshops and an architectural tour in co-operation with Vič
Primary School. Workshop with children, 10 - 12 years old, from 4 European
countries. Invitation came after a programme broadcast on the national radio.
7 participants from the study programme; 3 also from PTT project: Nada Klučar, Vida Vilhar
Pobegajlo, Andrej Šolar, Alenka Šolar, Dubravko Lovrečič, Anamarija Rančič, Sonja Bastar

We used project experience gained in the EU Personal Town Tours...

Worksheets we developed wereusing the draing method (“international language”).

3. Project, in progress:
We are doing research for an architectural
guide based on personal stories and
professional knowledge of Križanke which
is an old town area. (Together with the
international Ljubljana Festival and a
Grammar School for Design and
Photography Ljubljana)

Problem: “My topic”

To conclude:
The first project entitled “Personal Town Tours” helped us develop further and in a
different direction, with different learning methods, our basic study programme
“Squares, Streets and Building around us”, so that
- we started to promptly apply theoretical knowledge acquired in the classroom within
small applicable projects;
- I started basing our weekly meetings (lectures) much more on my students’ experience,
adapting them to their responses, ideas, needs;
- we strengthened interpersonal ties through our joint work. It is worth mentioning that
the ties strengthened between all members of the study programme “Squares, Streets
and Buildings around us” and not only between the learners who cooperated in each
individual research project. Now our students are far more ready to take part in EU
projects, to build European awareness and European identity;
-we are planning an open air project titled Urban Bread for children in the old town
(making bread and talking about the town)

Personally, I have become interested in the connection between older students, older
adult education providers, the town. I have become a doctorate student researching
interconnectivity of older adult education, architecture and urban space.

